Abstract: The jamming effectiveness of infrared jammer on cross-detector was researched by modeling and simulating. The mechanism of cross-detector seeker’s target recognition and the influences of jamming signal on cross-detector seeker were analyzed. The total simulation model of missile and the target recognition models of reticle seeker and cross-detector seeker under jamming were established. By simulation, jamming effectiveness of IR jammer when jamming two representative kinds of IR missiles in different suppression ratios and duty ratios were researched quantificationally. The results show that IR jammer’s jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker is much worse than it on reticle seeker; suppression ratio’s increase can rise IR jammer’s jamming effectiveness; the jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker reaches to maximum when duty ratio is 0.5.
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0 Introduction

Infrared jammer is one of those extensively used countermeasure equipments now. Compared with infrared decoy, infrared jammer has many advantages such as working incessantly in a long time, can be reused, and providing self-protection in the whole process of the airplane’s taking-off, flight, battle and landing. Infrared jammer has dealt with the threat of the first generation and second generation IR homing missile effectively[1-4]. But IR homing missile’s anti-jamming ability is improving constantly. It is very worthy of consideration that whether the infrared jammer could jam the new generation IR homing missile and the jamming effectiveness could be how much.

Currently, the research of the jamming mechanism and jamming effectiveness of the infrared jammer mostly aims at the amplitude modulation infrared seeker representing the first generation and the frequency modulation infrared seeker representing the second generation. But for the third and fourth generation infrared seeker, there are just simple qualitative analyses. For example, Ahn Sang-Ho, Kim Ga-Young, and Sahingil Mehmet Cihan researched the jamming effectiveness of the jammer on amplitude modulation reticle by simulation[5-7]. Fu Wei and Zheng Jianjun researched the jamming mechanism of the jammer on the reticle seeker[8-9]. Li Chenghua studied the jamming effect of the jammer on the reticle seeker by semi-physical simulation[10]. Che Jinxi analyzed the effect of infrared jammer on the infrared imaging detector[11]. The analysis and simulation of the new IR homing missile’s anti-jamming ability are mainly aiming at infrared decoy[12-13], which cannot be used in infrared jammer for the basic differences between their jamming mechanisms.

The cross-detector seeker is the typical representative of the third generation infrared seeker. It is generally thought that jamming effect of infrared jammer on cross-detector is not good. But there are few literatures in this field, so a deep discussion and quantitative analysis are meaningful.

The jamming effectiveness of infrared jammer on cross-detector was researched by modeling and simulating in this paper. And the jamming effectiveness in different suppression ratios and duty ratios were also researched. These studies can point ways for the infrared jammer’s development and offer method reference for IR countermeasure simulation.

1 Jamming signal of infrared jammer

There are two kinds of infrared jammer: spoofing jammer and pressing jammer[14-15]. Nowadays, most infrared jammers equipped all over the world are spoofing jammers. So this paper mainly discusses the spoofing infrared jammer.

The basic working mechanism of infrared jammer is to produce a jamming signal with stated types and energy, which can be detected by infrared seeker. The jamming signal superposes with the protected airplane’s signal in the seeker, thereby forming a movable and illusive target signal. So that the seeker will move to this illusive signal and the missile will lose its true target[16].

So, in order to countermine IR homing missile, the infrared jammer must fulfill the following requests:

(1) The radiation of the jammer should be in the spectral region of infrared seeker(spectrum request);

(2) Jamming pulse can enter into IR homing missile’s seeker(shoot directions request);

(3) the jamming energy must be strong enough and the energy could get into the missile’s infrared signal processing equip (energy request);

(4) Modulation frequency should be in the pass band of the guidance system circuit of the missile (modulation frequency request).

The infrared jammer is fixed on the target plane. So in the spectral and spatial region of infrared seeker, the superposition signal can get into missile’s
Let $P_j$ be the radiant power of the infrared jammer. Let $\Omega$ be the spatial angle. If the radiation is uniform, the radiant intensity of the IR jammer is:

$$I_j = \frac{P_j}{\Omega}$$

(1)

In the spectral and spatial region of infrared seeker, the whole radiant power that gets into the missile’s seeker is:

$$P = (I_p + I_j) \frac{S}{L^2} \tau_1$$

(2)

Where $I_p$ is the infrared radiant intensity of the target; $S$ is the effective optical area of the missile’s seeker; $L$ is the distance between aircraft and missile; $\tau_1$ is the atmospheric transmittance between aircraft and missile; $\tau$ is the optical transmittance of the missile’s seeker.

In a short time, $I_p$ can be seen constant. $I_j$ changes with time according to certain rules. With different modulation modes, $I_j$ changes according to different rules. In general, $I_j$ modulates according to square wave as shown in Fig.1. In this figure, $B$ is the amplitude of the square wave. $T_0$ is the duration of the jamming pulse, $T_j$ is the cycle of the jamming pulse, so the modulation frequency of the jammer is $\omega_j = 2\pi/T_j$. $T_s$ is the delay time of the jamming pulse, so the delay phase of the jammer is $\gamma = 2\pi T_s/T_j$. The duty ratio of the jamming signal is $\eta_j = T_0/T_j$.

The wave form of jammer and target’s superimposition signal is shown in Fig.2. $A$ is the radiant intensity value of airplane. Then suppression ratio $m = B/A$. The superimposition signal $I_r(t)$ enters into missile’s seeker and becomes modulation signal after the seeker’s modulating. Then the tracking error is formed by signal processing system to drive the missile. So the effect of superimposition signal $I_r(t)$ on the IR homing missile mainly depends on the seeker’s modulation mode and signal processing method.

2 Jamming on cross-detector seeker

The cross-detector seeker is the typical representative of the third generation infrared seeker, using pulse phase modulation mode. Its target recognition mechanism differs a lot from the traditional chopper IR seeker’s.

2.1 Target recognition mechanism of the cross-detector seeker

The cross-detector’s structure and mechanism is shown in Fig.3. Its four cross detector elements locate in the focal plane of the optical system and the target point circles at an angular velocity $\omega$ on the focal plane. When the target locates on the optic axis of optics system ($\phi = 0$), the center $O$ of the point’s track laps over the center O of the cross-detector. Then the point will scan the four detector elements $R, U, L, D$ in equal interval. The pulse signal in equal interval will output which has no phase error with the reference pulse signal. When the target is not on the...
optic axis, the center O’ and the center O is misaligned. Thus the pulse signal is no longer in equal interval. Its phase error comparison with the reference pulse signal will show the positional information of the target. Meanwhile, with the target point scanning the detector elements, the IR energy received by detector elements changes. So time-changed electrical signal is formed. This electrical signal is the target waveform outputting from the detector [17].

The relationship of the pulse phase $\phi_a$, $\phi_b$ and the target position (polar coordinates $(r, \theta)$) is as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
    r \cos \theta &= R \sin \phi_a \\
    r \sin \theta &= R \sin \phi_b
\end{align*}
$$

(3)

So, the modulation mode of cross-detector seeker is the pulse phase modulation. The pulse phase shows the positional information of the target. And the pulse waveform shows the characteristics of the target. Pulse signal of the target is the basis of the target recognition. The cross-detector seeker adopts a lot of anti-jamming technologies in pulse signal processing. The anti-jamming technologies adopted by a typical cross-detector seeker are summarized as FOV (field-of-view) constringency, gate setting, and waveform memory.

FOV constringency: After getting the target signal, the missile seeker’s FOV will constringe to reduce the possibility of the jamming signal’s entering. Thus improves the anti-jamming capability.

Gate setting: When target signal appears, the processing circuit outputs trigger signal to generate a gate. The size of the gate should be a little bigger than that of the target signal. The gate should firmly entangle the target signal. Signal in the gate will be processed and the signal out of the gate will be ignored. When the gate is inconsistent with the target, the servo mechanism will control gate generating circuit to make the center of the gate moving to the target, until their centers are superposed.

Waveform memory: If the irradiance of the target point takes a leap (more than the limen), the missile enters into anti-jamming state. The irradiance of the target point last cycle is memorized and the target point is taken as the track. In several cycles, if the target point separates into two points, we can compare the irradiance of these two points with the memorized target point. The point with smaller error is the target and the missile is out of anti-jamming state. If the target point doesn’t separate in such a long time, we also think that the missile is out of anti-jamming state. Figure 4 shows the seeker’s pulse output in the whole process of jam and target’s superposition and separation.

2.2 Influence of jamming signal on cross-detector seeker

The cross-detector seeker no longer uses reticle to modulate signal. So within a scanning cycle, the time that the target signal gets into the signal processing system is extremely short, and the time for jamming signal is even short. Thus the infrared jammer makes only accidental influence on the pulse signal’s waveform. And usually it is not known which random jamming pulse would influence cross-detector seeker’s target recognition. The frequency of random jamming pulse signal entering into signal processing system relates to the duty ratio $\eta$. The error caused by the random jamming pulse signal entering into signal processing system relates to the suppression ratio $m$. The phase of the jamming signal has no effect on seeker’s target recognition. So the effect of duty ratio $\eta$ and suppression ratio $m$ on jamming effectiveness is the key point in this study.
As the jammer is fixed on the target plane, the jamming signal and the airplane signal will enter into the seeker after superposition. So for the three kinds of anti-jamming technologies, the IR jammer can not affect FOV constringency and gate setting. But the jamming signal will increase the target’s IR radiation abruptly and thus has an influence on the waveform memory method. The jammer could only change the entered IR radiation power, but could not separate the jamming signal from true target signal. So the IR jammer can only make the missile enter into anti-jamming state accidentally, causing some errors in target tracking. It generates limited influence on IR homing missile’s target recognition.

3 Simulation of jamming effectiveness

3.1 Simulation model

The jamming effectiveness of the infrared jammer is related closely to the jamming object, IR homing missile. In this paper, the jamming effectiveness is evaluated by simulating the IR homing missile under infrared jammer’s interference. The focus of the simulation is missile’s target recognition. The IR homing missile’s total simulation model is shown in Fig.5. The guidance law adopts proportional guidance.

The simulation method of missile’s movement is: confirm the magnitude of missile’s velocity by missile’s velocity-time figure; confirm the direction of missile’s velocity by the proportional guidance equation and missile’s maximum permissible acceleration. The miss distance is the distance between airplane’s center of mass and missile’s center of mass at the moment of missile’s exploding.

As the adding of random factors in the simulation, the miss distance also has random element. Take the average miss distance of many times’ simulation as an evaluating indicator of jamming effectiveness. Meanwhile the missile has its effective kill radius. When the miss distance is smaller than the effective kill radius, the aircraft is considered to be hit. When the miss distance is bigger than the effective kill radius, the aircraft is considered to be safe. So after many times’ simulation, missile’s hitting percentage will be worked out, which is taken as another evaluating indicator of jamming effectiveness.

3.2 Simulating of IR seeker’s target recognition

3.2.1 The location of target point on the seeker’s focal plane

The infrared radiation source is imaged on the seeker’s focal plane. In missile’s simulation, the 3D coordinates of the radiation source must be projected on the 2D focal plane. Define a seeker coordinates O_x,y,z: origin O, is the center of the focal plane; O_x is along the optical axis directing light’s traveling direction; O_y and O_z are mutually perpendicular on the focal plane; O_y, is in the vertical plane as is shown in Fig.6(a). The angle between O_y, and the horizontal plane is defined as \( \alpha \). The angle between the projection of O_x, on the horizontal plane and the O_x, of axis system is defined as \( \beta \). \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) can determine the relationship between geodetic coordinates and seeker coordinates: the transformation matrix from the geodetic coordinates to the seeker coordinates is as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \alpha \cos \beta & \sin \alpha \cos \beta & \cos \alpha \\
\sin \alpha \cos \beta & \sin \alpha \sin \beta & 0 \\
\sin \beta & -\cos \beta & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (4)
In Fig. 7, $\Delta l^{+} = (10^{3})^{1/2}(1-3)$ is the relative increment of radiant intensity. And h is relative increment's limen. a is the symbol of the anti-jamming state, which a = 1 expresses entering into anti-jamming state and a = 0 expresses the contrary. n counts the cycles of entering into anti-jamming state continuously. As the jamming signal is never separated with target signal, the target point's position before entering into anti-jamming state will not be memorized, and will exit anti-jamming state after $n_{\text{max}}$ simulation cycles. But every entrance of anti-jamming state will make some effect on the tracking stability. So the errors $\Delta y_{f}$ and $\Delta z_{f}$ are introduced, which obey normal distribution with average 0 and variance $k\Delta l^{+}$ ($k$ is the proportional coefficient). At the beginning, a = 0, n = 0.

3.2.3 Simulating of reticle seeker’s target recognition

For a comparative analysis of infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker and reticle seeker, the target recognition simulation model of reticle seeker is also established.

Through the analysis of reticle seeker’s working mechanism, we know that the target tracking of reticle seeker obeys energy centroid principle. The infrared jammer can make a virtual radiation resource according to jamming signal’s delay phase $\gamma$ and suppression ratio $m$. This virtual radiation resource’s coordinate on focal plane is $(y_{f}(\gamma), z_{f}(\gamma))$, and its radiant intensity is $I_{j}(\gamma)$. Thus the coordinate of the missile’s tracking point on focal plane $(y_{f}, z_{f})$ can be calculated using the following formula:

$$
y_{f} = y_{f}^{\text{ref}} + \Delta y_{f}, \quad z_{f} = z_{f}^{\text{ref}} + \Delta z_{f}
$$

$$
y_{f} = \frac{I_{j}y_{j} + y_{j}^{\text{ref}}}{I_{j} + 1} + my_{j}^{\text{ref}} + \Delta y_{f}
$$

$$
z_{f} = \frac{I_{j}z_{j} + z_{j}^{\text{ref}}}{I_{j} + 1} + mz_{j}^{\text{ref}} + \Delta z_{f}
$$

3.3 Simulation example

The infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness of mainly concerns with jamming wave band, suppression ratio, modulation frequency, duty ratio and the missile’s signal processing method. In this example, the jamming wave band is 1-5 $\mu$m. The modulation frequency is the same as that of the missile’s signal
processing system. The phase varies by the sine law. The target airplane flies at the same altitude with initial velocity 200 m/s and uniform acceleration 5 m/s², and its radiant intensity stays invariable. The missile attacks from side-positive direction. The effect of suppression ratio and duty ratio on infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness is researched under above-mentioned simulation settings.

The jamming effectiveness of the infrared jammer on cross-detector seeker missile and reticle seeker missile with different suppression ratios when duty ratio \( \eta = 0.5 \) are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 respectively. The effective kill radius of these two kinds of missile is 10 m. Comparing these two figures it can be seen that infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on reticle seeker is good, but that on cross-detector seeker is bad. The more suppression ratio is, the better infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness becomes.

![Fig.8 Changes of cross-detector seeker’s miss distance and hitting percentage with suppression ratio when \( \eta = 0.5 \)](image)

![Fig.9 Changes of reticle seeker’s miss distance and hitting percentage with suppression ratio when \( \eta = 0.5 \)](image)

For cross-detector seeker (shown in Fig.8), the limen \( h = 2 \). When \( m < 3 \), the jamming signal does not lead the missile into anti-jamming state. The average miss distance and hitting percentage of the missile stays steady. When \( m > 3 \), the average miss distance of the missile will grow with the increase of the suppression ratio but the jamming effectiveness is still not ideal. When \( m > 6 \), the missile’s hitting percentage becomes dropping to less than 0.5. For reticle seeker (shown in Fig.9), since it tracks the virtual energy centroid, the jamming signal with any intensity can affect the seeker. When \( m > 2 \), the jamming effectiveness is sizable. These trends are consistent with the results of theoretical analysis and actual combat, so the simulation model’s credibility is proved.

Figure 10 shows the changes of infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker with different duty ratios when the suppression ratio is 4. It is clear that, with the increase of the duty ratio, the jamming effectiveness of the jammer firstly gets better and then gets worse. When the duty ratio is 0.5, the jamming effectiveness is the best. This is because that the effect of duty ratio to the infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker lies on the times that the missile enters into anti-jamming state. When the modulation frequency equals to the modulation frequency of the missile’s pulse signal approximately, only the probability of missile’s signal pulses coming from the jammed signal (the superimposition signal \( I_c(t) = A + B \) in Fig.2) and the un-jammed signal (the airplane’s signal \( I_a(t) = A \)) is equal, does the missile’s signal change most acutely, so the number of times missile entering into anti-jamming state gets the most, thus the total errors in target tracking gets the biggest. When the duty ratio is small, the probability of missile’s signal pulses coming from the jammed signal is small. When the duty ratio is large, the probability of missile’s signal pulses
coming from the un-jammed signal is small. On these conditions, the changes of the signal are small and the number of times missile entering into anti-jamming state is small, so the jamming effectiveness is not so good.

As the reticle seeker doesn’t adopt pulse phase modulation mode, the signal processing system can always receive jamming signal. So when the IR jammer jams reticle seeker, duty ratio has little effect on jamming effectiveness. Thus the changes of the infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on reticle seeker with different duty ratios are no longer analyzed in this paper.

4 Conclusion

Conclusion is drawn in this paper:

(1) Infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on reticle seeker is better than that on cross-detector seeker. It is due to the different signal processing mode of these two missiles. The better missile’s anti-jamming ability is, the worse infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness will be. So it can be predicted that for disturbing the infrared imaging missile, the infrared jammer will work even harder.

(2) Infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker reaches to maximum when duty ratio is 0.5.

(3) Suppression ratio’s increase can improve infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness. Only the suppression ratio is bigger than 6 can the jamming effectiveness of the infrared jammer on cross-detector seeker be effective. But the increase of the jamming power is finite. The suppression ratio is hard to reach a value with which infrared jammer’s jamming effectiveness on cross-detector seeker is satisfying. So the traditional infrared jammer is not suitable to disturb the new type of IR homing missile. The development trend of IR jamming is laser directional jamming with better directionality and higher jamming power.

The simulation in this paper ignores the effect of environment jamming and the missile’s system error on the miss distance calculation. So the miss distance gained from this simulation is smaller than the actual, and the hitting percentage is relatively optimistic. But the conclusions show the essence of the infrared jammer, so they are instructive. The simulation method of infrared jammer in this paper also has reference value.
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